While I was working on a few other projects and couldn’t proceed further I got into the bad
habit of starting another kit. I wanted something relatively simple to build so picked one of
Tamiya’s 1/48 armour pieces, In this case a Hetzer. I also had a Lion Roar (I think it’s
pronounced Rion Loar in Cantonese, but don’t quote me on that) detail set to add to it as
well. In the end I didn’t use every piece of photo etch. Mounting of the side skirts worried
me so I stuck with the plastic parts.

Full disclosure, I’m using ‘TankArt 1’ as my painting and finishing guide on this project,
although not every step or technique was followed, especially the last misting coat.

There’s nothing really to talk about regarding the build. It’s a Tamiya. I did replace a handle
with a piece of wire. I don’t think I did too bad assembling the photo etch. All smaller parts
were clamped ready for painting.

Tamiya flat black thinned with their lacquer thinner
was sprayed as a base coat.

I wanted to avoid using decals so for the crosses I
started by utilizing the base coat and masked the
inner black section of the national cross.

.

Next white was sprayed around it.

Then more masking stripes were applied. I used
specific widths of masking tape to get the
dimensions of the cross.

It’s a slightly tedious process, but faster than
applying the decals as I’d have to wait for the gloss
coat to dry, etc

Everything was masked up at the end. I won’t know
how well (or poorly) this worked until the rest of the
painting is done and I remove the mask.

I mixed up my own version of yellow. The H403 is too
dark and greenish, as is Tamiya’s yellow..

I just added white which resulted in the light colour I
was after. Mr. Leveling Thinner was used to thin the
paint.

Tedious masking started. All those little triangles
took a while too.

Again I mixed up custom colours. H405 was the base
with white added.

And it was all sprayed onto the tank. Mr. Leveling
Thinner was used in the mix.

More masking for the final coat. I’ll use H406 straight
from the bottle.

All 3 coats have now been applied. Time to strip the
masking tape and see how it looks.

Removing the masking was a lot of work. I
recommend alcoholic beverages for the whole
masking process.

I hand brushed the tracks with AeroMaster RLM 66
gray.

I put an initial coat of LifeColor UA 704 onto the
muffler.

Next I base coated the wood block with LifeColor UA
717.

Back to the muffler I stippled on UA 703. This paint is
great for paint brushing.

Back to the wood block, light streaks of UA 718 were
applied.

Then streaks of UA 715. I didn’t thin the paint at this
point, I almost dry brushed it on.

More streaks, this time using UA 716. The wood and
rust colours come in sets from LifeColor.

Lastly I put streaks of UA 713 on. This paint was
thinned. I think the block turned out OK using this
paint process.

I also painted the tools gray and used Vallejo dark
rubber to paint the wheel rims.

Back to the muffler I stippled on UA 702. Great thing
about LC is that it dries quickly.

Lastly UA 701 was lightly stippled on.

Here’s the final result. I might still add pigments
later on.

I applied a filter with a broad brush.

I’ve had the filter for a while now. Maybe it’s old but
I don’t think it made much difference.

A pin wash was applied into all recesses and around
raised details with MIG dark wash.

Then MIG brown wash was used for streaks.

The brown streaks weren’t enough for me so I
followed it with a dark wash.

Then pigment (Europe dust) was placed on the road
wheels and tracks and fixed with thinner.

This is what it looks like when the pigments have
dried.

A thinned grey was first applied all over the place to
represent scratches. I didn’t like the look and
followed it with black.

More pigments were mixed up as I wasn’t happy yet
with the look of the tracks.

The mixture was thinned with Fixer and then applied
with a brush.

Still not totally happy with scratches and wear marks
I used Prisma pencils. The silver was used sparingly.

At this point I remembered that the Gunze paint has
gloss properties. I had intended to work on a
completely matt surface. Not sure how much this has
affected things up to this point. Vallejo matt was
applied and the look changed immediately.

More pigments were placed on the road wheels.
With the pressure at absolute minimum and the
airbrush 12” away I tried to set the pigments with
Tamiya thinner. Hard part is not having them blow
away.

It wasn’t until I sprayed a heavily thinned coat of
Tamiya Buff over the model that I finally was happy
with the look of the colours. It helped blend them
and faded the brown nicely.

I glued the barrel on and marked it up with a dark
grey Prisma pencil (hard to see in the photo).

With a silver Prisma I highlighted the crests of the
threads on the end of the barrel.

Lastly I mixed up some mud coloured pigments into
a slurry (thinned with Tamiya acrylic thinner),
dabbed a brush into it , held it in front of the tank and
used my airbrush to splatter the mix on the bristles
onto various areas of the tank. The next pages show
the completed project.

I brushed gun metal pigment which I thinned with
Tamiya thinner onto the machine gun.

The last few tweezers I’ve bought have been kind of crap. I finally found some decent ones that don’t bend
after application of a little pressure. Incidentally Mr. Hobby makes tweezers as well but they weren’t in stock.
Both are available from Hobby Shrink My Wallet (a.k. a. Hobby Link Japan).

I don’t build much armour, presently anyway. That doesn’t mean that I don’t have a lot of
inventory. I thought that the 1/48 Tamiya series would be a perfect size to use as practice. As I
said in the beginning, the assembly was fast and relatively trouble free. It would have been nice
if I had been able to assemble all the running gear separately and attach it at the end, but
Tamiya’s cast lower hull doesn’t really lend itself to that.
This was primarily a painting practice session. The Gunze paint set is specifically for German
armour, however I wasn’t happy with the colours, and forgetting about the gloss properties of
the paint didn’t help much either. Applying a thin Buff colour layer is what finally pulled
everything together for me. The masking was a lot of work, but I hope it was worth it.
I have more 1/48 scale armour that I’ll use to improve before I tackle some of the nicer 1/35
scale kits I’ve been itching to get to.
The Tank Art book did help. Next time around I think I’ll try to create a heavier slurry of
pigments as the end result I got on this kit was a thinner layer instead of heavily caked mud. But
in the end I’m relatively happy with the outcome. Having the Lion Roar set was nice too,
especially the turned barrel, but as I mentioned earlier not every piece of photo etch is
absolutely essential to install.

